The emergence of novelties, as a generator of diversity, in the form and function of the organisms have long puzzled biologists. The study of the developmental process and the anatomical properties of an organism provides scarce information into the means by which its morphology evolved. Some have argued that the very nature of novelty is believed to be linked to the evolution of gene regulation, rather than to the emergence of new structural genes. In order to gain further insight into the evolution of novelty and diversity, we describe a simple computational model of gene regulation that controls the development of locomotive multicellular organisms through a fixed set of simple structural genes. Organisms, modeled as two-dimensional spring networks, are simulated in a virtual environment to evaluate their steering skills for path-following. Proposed as a behavior-finding problem, this fitness function guides an evolutionary algorithm that produdes structures whose function is well-adapted to the environment (i.e., good path-followers). We show that, despite the fixed simple set of structural genes, the evolution of gene regulation yields a rich variety of body plans, including symmetries, body segments, and modularity, resulting in a diversity of original behaviors to follow a simple path. These results suggest that the sole variation in the regulation of gene expression is a sufficient condition for the emergence of novelty and diversity.
Introduction
Nowadays, our planet is populated by some 1 to 20 million animal species. Quite remarkably, they represent less than 1% of the total number of animal species that have ever existed (Carroll et al., 2004) . This astonishing diversity of forms and behaviors has emerged by the evolution of novel features among animal species, a process not fully understood yet, which remains as a fascinating and challenging topic of research (Carroll et al., 2004; Moczek, 2008) . Biological evidence suggests that the sources of novelty might have to do with a complexification in the regulation of gene expression (Levine and Tjian, 2003) . In this sense, it has been pointed out that evolutionary change in body plans devolves from change in the architecture of developmental regulatory programs (Davidson, 2006) , suggesting that diversity can be better explained by variation in the regulation of gene expression than by variation in the structural genes (Davidson and Erwin, 2006) . Moreover, the developmental process seems to be a key component in the evolution of diversity (Borenstein and Krakauer, 2008) . However, due to the limitations to perform experiments in biological evolutionary processes, it has not been demonstrated yet that the reason for evolutionary emergence of developmental novel features and diversity is in fact the variation in the regulation of gene expression, rather than the variation in the structural genes. coded), chemical diffusion, and mechanical interactions, formalized by ordinary differential equations, which were coupled with if-clauses for cell differentiation. Unfortunatelly, evolutionary developmental properties could not be studied, since this model was not embedded in an evolutionary process. Dellaert and Beer (1994) proposed a model where organisms are made up of two-dimensional squares, which develop by square division and differentiation through regulation by a Boolean network. Although the model included complex regulation, the phenotypes based on square divisions were inadequate for the emergence of novelty. Sims (1994b) Kumar and Bentley (2003) proposed a computational model of development where a regulatory network controlled the synthesis of proteins, and embryos with spherical forms were evolved. Here, again, the simplicity of the evolved phenotypes is not enough for studies of novelty emergence. Roth et al. (2007) duced substantial results, the process was not studied in an evolutionary perspective. Chavoya and Duthen (2008) proposed a model for 2D cell pattern generation based on a gene regulatory network, which controls a cellular automaton. The phenotypes generated by the model represented simple flag-like patterns, which are not adequate for novelty studies. Andersen et al. (2009) proposed a model of developmental cellular systems in 3D based on signaling and gene regulatory networks. Evolved embryos showed particular stable shapes and high capacity for self-repairing; however, the shapes presented by the phenotypes were too simple, rectangular or spherical, for the emergence of novelty. Finally, Zhan et al. (2009) pre- sented an evolutionary developmental system based on cell signalling and artificial genetic regulatory networks focused on engeneering design: electronic circuits design.
In summary, the theoretical developmental models based on genetic regulation presented in the literature are not completely adequate for the study of the emergence of evolutionary novelty and diversity.
In this paper, we propose and analyze the results obtained by a theoretical model intended to gain further insight into the evolution of novel features and diversity.
More precisely, these results suggest that the evolution of genetic regulation could be a sufficient condition for the emergence of novelty and diversity. The model is based on an Artificial Genome that encodes a Boolean network. Regulating the expression of a fixed elmentary set of structural genes, the network controls the development of locomotive multicellular organisms. Organisms develop form and function simultaneously during the developmental process, resulting in a phenotype that integrates seamless morphology and control. An evolutionary algorithm is implemented to evolve organisms that succeed in following a path. We show that, despite the simplicity and invariability of the structural genes, the evolution of gene regulation yields a rich variety of novel body plans, including symmetries, body segments, and modularity. Moreover, the morphological diversity obtained yields a diversity of path-following behaviors.
Section 2 describes in detail the proposed artificial development model, from the description of the genome to the evolutionary algorithm. The results of the evolution are presented in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4 the conclusions derived from the results are discussed.
Description of the model
The model is described in several levels: (1) genome (encoding of the Boolean network), (2) development (genetic expression and cellular differentiation), (3) physical simulation of the organism and its interaction with the environment, and (4) the evolutionary algorithm.
Model of genome
The genome is represented by a vector of digits, similarly to the Artificial Genome proposed in (Reil, 1999) , where template matching determines the encoded regulatory network (Fig. 1a) . Digits in an artificial genome correspond to bases in a real genome, and four bases are used (represented by decimal digits from 0 to 3). A gene is a sequence of digits of a specified length N (equal to four, in our case) preceded by a promoter (the word '0101').
A word placed between the promoter of a gene and the previous gene plays the role of regulatory region of the former gene. The product of a gene is a sequence of N digits, and it is obtained by increasing every digit in a gene by one and then taking the modulo over the number of bases. Gene products regulate only those genes whose regulatory region matches. A protein can act as an enhancer, activating the gene, or as an inhibitor, blocking its activation. Similarly to previous works, the rule implemented in this model is that proteins ending with the base 0 are inhibitory, otherwise they behave as enhancers.
While the presence of a single enhancer will be enough to activate a gene, inhibition blocks enhancement.
The function implemented with this genome is equivalent to a Boolean network. Genes in the sequence correspond to nodes in the network, what limits the set of activation functions (Fig. 1b) . Both, random Artificial Genomes and random Boolean networks have a number of out-connections distributed in a Poissonian way, but they differ in the distribution of in-connections: uniform in random Boolean networks, and Poissonian in random Artificial Genomes (Willadsen and Wiles, 2003) .
Within this approach, the genetic information of an organism is encoded in an Artificial Genome. Not using a Boolean network directly has the advantage that a genomic representation allows the evolution of organisms with bioinspired mutation operators, instead of networklevel mutations. In this way, mutations raise a wide variety of network-level changes, that finally project onto the morphology (Watson et al., 2004) .
Model of development
In our model, an organism is represented by a connected and directed two-dimensional geometrical graph. These actions are formally specified by a graph grammar. Each rule in the production system of this grammar corresponds to an action, and the language specified by the grammar determines the search space of possible morphologies. The proposed rules (Fig. 1c) have been chosen as to realistically match cellular transformations:
• Split rule (s): analogously to the mitosis process (responsible of the eukaryotic cell division), this rule rewrites one edge with two edges of half-length and perpendicular direction.
• Duplication rule (t): similar to the split rule, the duplication rule produces two edges, that have the same length and are arranged in parallel.
• Swap rule (w): this rule changes the direction of an edge, i.e. after this transformation the nodes of an edge remain connected, but in the opposite direction.
• Resize rule (r): similarly to the way in which real cells change their volume, this rule changes the length of an edge in a discrete way: a 25% increase or decrease in the original length. Similarly to differentiation in biological multicellular organisms, the model includes a cellular type that determines how the edge will behave in the physical simulation: motor edges, sensor edges, and structural edges. This is implemented again with a special node in the Boolean network, the type node, which determines the type of the edge. Each edge embeds a counter that accounts for the number of times this node has been active during development. This counter acts as a signaler that induces the differentiation of the edge. One edge becomes a sensor if it has accumulated more than three quarters of the maximum activations of an edge in the organism.
It becomes a motor edge if it accumulates less than a quarter of that amount (and it has been active at least once). And it becomes a structural edge otherwise. In this way, the function and the form of an organism are implemented by edges; consequently, the model makes no distinction between the control (i.e., how the function is commanded) and the morphology of the organism. graph but changes the state of its network. In this state, node R is active, so its corresponding rule (r, the resize rule) is applied to the edge in the next step, changing its length as showed in the third graph. Its state is updated again, and morphogenesis proceeds until a halting condition verifies.
Physics of the model
After development has completed, an organism is physically simulated in a flat world where they have to follow a path and go as far as possible in a constant time. An organism interacts with the environment by sensing and acting: it is propelled by its motor edges, and senses the path borders with its sensor edges, in a chemotactic way.
Colliding has not been implemented in this virtual world.
The physics assigned to the graph are: edges have been steps on it. In order to prevent high scores in organisms that do not interact with the environment (e.g. by starting with a trajectory that simply fits with the path), the fitness is the minimum between two runs: in the second simulation the path is flipped along the horizontal axis. • Single-point: a single nucleotide is replaced by another nucleotide.
Evolutionary algorithm
• Duplication: a segment of the genome is randomly chosen and copied immediately after the original (tandem duplication).
• Transposition: a segment of the genome is deleted and copied in a random location.
• Deletion: a segment of the genome is randomly chosen and removed.
• Inversion: a segment of the genome is randomly chosen and re-written in reverse order.
In all cases, the size of the segment to be mutated was In these experiments we have observed a common pattern in the evolution of the population: initial growth of the length of the genomes, followed by a refinement of the structures. The initial population is made of very simple genomes (256 bases), that develop into simple organisms , limiting their structure and function. Hence, these organisms move very little or not at all, yielding low fitness values. Further duplications during the evolution allow genomes to become larger, and the organisms get complex enough to start moving around. From this point, the increase in length slows down, and the solutions in the population starts getting refined. The evolutionary process stops when an organism has traveled the entire path or after reaching a maximum number of generations (1,000).
Experiments and results

In
Behavior A: emergence of bilateral sensors
The simplest path-follower we can think of would include sensors in both sides to correct the direction, and a motor in between. This type of behavior has evolved on about half of the evolutionary runs. 
Behavior B: emergence of turning by friction
This is an interesting behavior that exploits a completely different aspect of the physics. The morphology of the organism integrates a more sophisticated sensory system (8 sensor edges), only one motor edge, and it shows symmetry with respect to the motion direction axis. It moves straightforward while inside of the path. When the organism starts exiting the path, the external skeleton of structural edges forces the sensors to reconfigure internally, and the symmetry breaks down due to the elongation of some sensors. In this asymmetrical configuration, more nodes concentrates in the side opposite to the exiting border, producing a higher overall friction on that side that generates a bent movement towards the path.
When the organism gets back in the path it recovers the symmetry. The trajectory followed by the organism and some snapshots are shown in Fig. 5b and Fig. 5e , respectively (see also Movie S2). The images illustrate how the initial straight movement changes when the sensors of the right segments elongate as they move away from the path. This makes the organism to turn to the left due to a higher friction on that side. When the organism is completely back on the path, it adopts again its symmetrical form and moves straightforward along the path.
Behavior C: emergent spinning
Contrary to what could be expected, the second behavior preferred by evolution had to do with spinning organisms. A combination of sensor and motor edges arranged in a sort of quadrilateral pattern favors a rotational movement. Typically, a small asymmetry is important for this type of organisms, since it allows it to actually start moving and reach a path border, preventing from an endless rotation around the starting point. In this way, when a path border is transgressed for the first time, the organism follows it due to an iterative elongation of its sensors during the rotation, while keeping its centroid inside the path most of the time. (Fig. 6c) features a structure simplification in generation 55, and almost the final structure reappears in generation 80. From there, small refinements are fixated during more than 300 generations to reach an organism with fitness 1. This way of evolving the general structure fast, and refine it slowly has been shown also in the former behavior (Fig. 5) . In this case, the refinements also include a size increment implemented by a mutation that affected early stages of development.
The morphogenesis of the final organism is divided in two phases (Fig. 6d) . First, the zygote elongates and divides during two steps (new edges do not show in the figure because they are superimposed). Secondly, several edges split and turn, yielding the final structure: four segments distributed in two quasisymmetric pairs on both sides of an additional central motor edge. Each segment is made up of two connected edges: a motor edge whose direction is controlled by the elongation of a sensor edge.
Organisms showing spinning behavior describe a typical cyclic trajectory along one of the path borders during the simulation (Fig. 6b) . Snapshots of the organism performing a complete spin are shown in Fig. 6e (see also Movie S3). In this case, the organism spins counterclockwise, but clockwise spinning is also common in other experiments. Notice how in snapshot 1 the exterior motor edges are aligned at roughly 45º with respect to the interior motor edges. In snapshot 3 this angle has increased to some 90º due to the elongation of the sensor edges that fall outside the path. Repetitive transition between these two configurations allows the organism to steer following the path's border.
Behavior D: emergent rectification
Finally, some organisms revealed a much more elaborate behavior. Remarkably, this behavior emerged with the simplest possible sensory system: one sensor edge.
While the organism is inside of the path, and as a result of balanced motor actions, all the edges get arranged in a single line, and the organism follows a straightforward movement. When the sensor exits the path, its elongation breaks the previous configuration, initiating a long sequence of actions (the rectification) which force the organism to go backwards, return to the path, and start another trajectory, shifted some degrees (around 40º) with respect to the original one. of generations. At that point, the best evolved organism had a fitness of 0.5 (Fig. 7a) . Though, given enough simulation time, the organism managed to complete the path (Fig. 7b) . This organism moves comparatively much slower than the others, and maneuvers in a complex way to correct the direction. The linage shows a more diversified set of ancestors (Fig. 7c) , what meant an intricate evolution, compared to previous behaviors. The morphogenesis ( Fig. 7d) 
Generalization capability of the behaviors
Behaviors described above were obtained under particular settings (three path difficulties and constant friction). The resulting organisms have been simulated for a range of values of the difficulty and friction parameters in order to test the robustness of their behaviors. In each different setting, the organisms were simulated with a time limit of 5,000 steps. Fig. 8a shows the fitness (i.e., how much of the path was actually traveled) of the four organisms described in the previous section, along six different paths with a difficulty that increases from 0 to 1 (as showed in Fig. 3 ). This reveals that the more complex behavior is also the most robust to changes in the curvature of the path: behavior D performs well in any path, from the simplest to the most complex. Fig.   8b displays the average performance with different friction constant. In this case, the performance degrades in all cases as it gets more slippy, since sensor edges fail to steer when the motor edges propel the organism too fast.
Behavior A is the only one that performs well for small friction. 
Conclusions and discussion
In order to provide arguments in support of the hypothesis that the evolution of developmental genetic regulation is indeed a sufficient condition for the emergence of novelty and diversity, we have defined and studied a model that integrates a considerable amount of biologi- In a recent work the authors have shown that symmetries, segments, and modules do not emerge when spring networks are encoded with direct methods . This suggests that these properties, found in the described phenotypes, could emerge as a consequence of the genetic regulation of development that has been modeled.
Furthermore, apart from the rich variety of body plans, the evolved organisms presented a rich variety of behaviors. Indeed, the problem of path-following employed to test the model is unconnected to the traditional class of form-finding problems, in which the fitness of a solution is directly evaluated from its form. Instead, it is related to a new class of problems where the behavior is to be optimized, which we have named behavior-finding (Lobo, 2010) . Behavior-finding problems search for solutions whose behavior (as the result from the interaction of its form with an environment) verifies a set of restric- Fig. 9b shows that this structure manages to travel backwards when the path is too narrow to be traveled forward. This suggests that the evolved structures implement not only the steering behavior, but also the ability to wander around the path, and reenter the path. In short, a remarkable result is how such a biological model obtains very simple structures that show a very complex behavior.
In the field of autonomous agents, an embodiment is employed to allow agents to interact with the environment. Such embodiments have been traditionally split in morphology and controller (Gruau, 1994; Sims, 1994a; Koza, 1995; Dellaert and Beer, 1996; Bongard and Pfeifer, 2001; Komosinski and Rotaru-Varga, 2002; Hornby et al., 2003) , being the controller typically implemented by a neural network, and adjusted separately from the morphology. In contrast, the proposed model does not include an explicit controller, i.e., there is no clear sepa- 
